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ABSTRACT

This paper-will dl!Scribe 1M complexities mClmnl~ iT! drotloping
a dissociatilN. disorders cwnclllum Jor ps)'c/lialric residents. A
amaptualizolion of this Mllcalimwl pmass has b«n syntJusiud
from the ob$nvational ~ptdiut:s of both focult)' and mident.

INTRODUCTION
The relatively recent appreciation of the high prevalence ofse\"ere abuse experiences in the li\'es of psychiatric
patienlS demands new competencies of mental heallh professionals (Cannen, Rieker, & ~.. Iills, 1984; Brown & FinkelhoI', 1986; Hennan, 1981; Herman & vander Kolk, 1987;
Russel, 1986). Very often clinicians and researchers have
had Iiuk or no training in illlegrating this knowledge into
the models thaI inform their work" Many remain ignoranl of
the "\ictim to patient process" and its central relevance 10
creatmelll (Rieker & Carmen, 1986). II is essential thaI this
deficit is not perpetuated in the educational experience
received by our current trainees. What one is taught in
training often exerlS a slrong influence on one's ohsen"ational capacities and clinical approach that persist throughout one's career.
There is a growing consensus that ps}"chod)'llamically
infonned psychotherapy is the cornerstOne ofeffective treatment of patients who ha\'e been victims of child abuse, and
that many of these patients show dissociative symptomatology (Braun, 1986; KJuft I984a, 1984b; Miller 1984; Putnam,
1986, 1989; Rieker & Carmen 1986), This ob\iously runs
counter to recent trends in psychiatric education, which
emphasize a psychobiological model while de-emphasizing
the understanding of people in their full complexity. This is
reflected by many psychiatric residency training programs
no longer teachingpS}"chothernpy. In many others, learning
psychotherapy is encouraged but is either considered out-
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side the residents' required duties or thought 10 be a skill
one can intuitively learn on his or her own,
ResidenlS who treat patienlS ....1 th SC'o'ere dissociative
disorders must navigate a complex web of personal, clinical,
and institutional dynamics. Paradox pcn"ades the experience. With regard to no other patient \\111 the resident
receive such polarized and contradictory messages from
faculty and staff. I have heard this expressed b}' one resident
with the image of being in a mine field yet not knO\\1ng who
the enemy is, Another expresses itas ~feelingas if I am being
told I have done something wrong for listening and giving
respectful consideration to m}' patient'S disclosures. ~
The resident ....'ith liuJe clinical experience often inherits the patients at the most extreme end of the dissociati\'e
spectftllll, and often begins therapy with the patient in a
decompensated state, The polarilY offacult}' and staff opinion concerning treatment of these patients most commonly
intensifies .....hen the patients are decompensated, and neither supportive nor intensive explorntOry approaches are
leading to a prompt or easy stabilization. Within this situation of confused helplessness the resident often suffers
profound doubt. It is here that we must begin to provide our
lrdinees coherent and informed teaching, supen1sion, and
support.

THE CURRlCULUM:
Not every psychiatrist will be suited for or interesled in
psychotherapeutic work \\'ith dissociative disorder palienlS.
At the same time it is an essential minimum for C\'ery
psychiatrist to de\"e!op diagnostic skills and ha\'e a general
framework for understanding the nature of these disorders
and their u'eatmenl course, if only to identify them and
make appropriate referrals for their care.
The special skills and knowledge required in the treatment of dissociati\'e S}'ffipLOmatology cannot be assimilated
\\1thout a brood education in clinical pS}"Chiatry and a sound
foundation in psychodynamic psychotherapy. My remarks
from here on \\111 assume that these basics are being taught
within the residency curriculum.
In our program's curriculum the first year didactic
experience includes inrroductory lectures on the diagnosis
and treatment ofdissociative disorders, and the relationship
ofchild abuse to dissociative defenses (Braun & Sachs, 1985;
K1uft 1987; Putnam, 1985, 1989). The first year's clinical
experience is based in an inpatient setting, During the
course of these months all residenlS work ....1 th a number of
patients from traumatic backgrounds with dissociative S}'mp-
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toms. Mosl ha"e the occasion to follow one or more MPD
patients.
This is an ideal time for residents to work alongside Lhe
more expel;enced therapists when lhey hospitalize (heir
outpatients. This model ofu-eatmelll is highly encouraged.
If presented unambivalelllly (0 the patiCll1 i( usually causes
relativc!}' few problems Wilh confidentialilY concerns and
leads to a beller coordinated treatment approach. Many
outpatient therapists find that therapist and patient feel
safer wilh others in Ihe room particularly during abreactive
.....ork or when meeting unknown alters. Working togelber
vcry quickly moves a resident's comprehension from a superficial intellectual understanding and speculation about
dissociation to an observation ofthe dissociative disorders in
differenl patiellls al different phases of their treatmenL
Questions mO"e from fascination over phenomenology lO
more pragmatic clinical questions concerning Iberapeutic
approach, pacing and containment of the treatment, transferencc and countcrLransferencc, and issues of responsibility (Kluft, 1988a,1988b).
MPD patients with ahers of difTercnl ages concretely
illuminate for the resident le,'e1s ofemotional and cognitive
developmenl, and the necessity ofmalching interventions to
developmental capacities. This observational window into a
trealJncnt in progress can demonstrate (he pS}'chodynamic
function orsurvivial solution of each aller. This understanding helpfully demystifies lhe notion of "sepa'dte people" in
one body and moves Ihe residenlLO a more accurate conceptualization of MPD as a complex matrix ofenduring personified, surviv-dl-necess..'\T}' trance stales within an extremely
traumatized, overwhelmed indi,;dual (Kluft, 1988a; Putnam,
1989.)
In general, first year residents who have worked alongside of more experienced colleagues appear more intcres(ed and confident about acccpting dissociati,'e disorder
patients inlo their caseload as they begin Iheir out-patient
work in Ihe second year. POlentially this allows for a three
year continuity with such patients. This is not necessarily
long enough for complete resolution of their difficulties.
bu( is longenough for a meaningful and productive immersion in Ibe therapeutic work for both resident and patient.
In our program, during Ule second. ulird, and fourth years
ten to fifteen hours per week arc reserved for psychotherapy
patients. Weeki}' supervision is provided. Although a variety
of ps}'chotherapeutic appl"Oaches are taught and encouraged. psychodynamically informed psychoulerapy forms
the core of the didactic and clinical psycho(herapy teaching.
The second year didaclic cuniculum 011 dissociative
disorders include specific lecturcs on the recognition and
lJ'eatmcnl of abused children, the eUcCI of trauma on Ibe
self,lbe psychotherapeutic usesofhypnosis.and the cullUral
structures lilal sanction subordinalion of women and children.
In the third year the treaUnenl ofa dissociati"e disorder
patient is followed longitudinally in a weekly ycar long case
conference. This provides a more detailed examination of
treatment in an on-going case and allows for group discussion oftheorctical and clinical issues. There is again opportunity for work with new in-patients in the third and fourth

}·car. Work with this second "generation n of dissoci.ali'·e
disorder patients often helps the resident consolidate his or
her clinical skills.
Attendance at regional and national conferences on
hypnosis, child abuse, and dissociation have pro,'cd invaluable to many residents. In mOSt departments where most
likely onl}' a few faculty have expenise in this area, the
minority viewpoint of these faculty (who within the department may appear somewhal radical) can be understood in a
more nonnative COlllext by residents who ha"e had such
broadening experiences.
CRITICAL ISSUFS

Dividedness
Polarity of opinion in a depanment can best be moderated by education and careful clinical care. As clinicians
anempl to work inlensively wilh dissociative disorder patients for the first lime, much can go wrong. This is lrue for
residents and faculty, out-patienl therapists and in-paden(
teams. II is easy to dismiss a melhod or approach as flawed
when it is oflen more a maner ofinexperience in its applicalion or the patient is so crisis prone 01' decompensatcd that
the most skiHfu.1 inten'entions may be unevenly or onl}'
partially su.ccessful. There is also a nalUral dividedness between faculty and resident. Often lhe faculty develops a
clinical model based on private palients which may nOllit
with the more impaired paticllLS in the resident's caseload.
Secondly, as a profession we must be willing to examine
our own ps),chodynamics with dissociative disorder patients.
No clinician, no lOaner how dedicated, experienced, and
sclf-examining will listen comfonably 10 a palient's disclosure of unthin kable suffering wit hout attempts to dc-intensify his or her own identificalion with Ihe patient. Our need
to not hear these experiences are nowhere more urgent
than in response lO the horror of Ihose lortured as children.
Our patient's defensi,'e nced to disconfirm lheir abuse in
effect encourages the clinician's disbelicf (Rieker & Carmen,
1986; Speigel, 1986).
Dissociation can be underslood as confusion wilb a
function. [f an abused child Cdn view Ihe experience as
occuningelsewhere, to "'nol me," in a difTerenl time, some
semblance of hope in the world as a safe place can be
maintained (Sbengold, 1979). The polarization and confusion concerning dissociati,'c disorders in (he professions can
best be undecs(ood in Ibis light as countertransference. The
imellectual debate for instance over whemer MPD cxists,
and if il does, is it iatrogenic mirrors the concretization of
the abused child's egocenu·ic processing of trauma, ~I am
nOlSure if it happened, bUI if it did it '\~dS my fault. ~JlISt as the
abused child su-uggles to tniSI his/her own perceptions
against the lhreat of harm, abandonmenl, or disbelief, Ihe
psychot.l~erapistworkingwilh a MJ'D patient often hears the
burden of proving his/her competence.
Supervision
Careful individual supervision is centralia me lcarning
process. The clinical complexity of Lhese patients mandates
lhal the supenisor pay detailed attention to developing an
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examining/reflecLive/creative/educativc atmosphere that
encourages the resident's leaming.
Within C"en a well conducted. well supenised beginning tllerapy with a dissociative disorder patient, ine-.<itably
the resident becomes com<inced that the suffering that the
patient is starting to disclose has been, at least in part, caused
by the therapist. It is commonly assumed that the pain did
not exist in this intensity until it was spoken and that the
patient's presenting symplOmatic suffering is preferable,
To create illusions of one's power, to blame oneself for
what one had no control over is what the victim and now
therapist believe, to defend mutually against kno",ing and
oWTling one's own helplessness. This guilt is often encountered, and is particularly common in empathically sensitive
but clinically inexperienced therapists. SupenisolJ' support
and clarification of this dynamic can lead to growth and
maturation, and non-support often leads to guihy retreat
and future avoidance or counter-phobic aggressiveness
towards other patients' tr.1umatic disclosures or unspoken
hOITor (KIuft, 1988a, 1988b). One resident expressed her
mamration as "when I chose psychiatry as a specialty I
perceived mental illness asa fascinating mystery, now I know
for many patients their dysfunction has more to do with
terrible misfoTlune than mysterious out-of-the-blueness.~
Self-blame is but one manifestation ofdistorted notions
of the therapist's power and responsibility. These blurred
ideas, while reflecti,'e of the patients' projected experience
with authorities, tend to be particularly confusing for the
rrainee who already tends to underestimate his/her helpfulness. For months one patient conveyed his experience in
therapy with the unsettling accusation that ~being here is
like silting in an electric throne. ~ Only when the therapist
resolved his own WOITy that he was not seducing or torturing
the patient could he comfortably enter work ",ith the patient's
dissociative symptoms and structures. Only now could the
patient com'ey his "four )'ear old's~ experience of both
cra\ing his father's special attentivcness thal left him ~feel
ing like a king, ~ and abhorring the oral rape he repeatedly
suffered that left him ~fried~ (Shengold, 1979).
There is commonl)' a resolution ~, will a\'oid taking an
authoritati\·e or dominant stance with the patient to avoid
reenacting the lrauma." This too gentle approach often
leads to a treaunent setting \\ith no leadership and misses
the distinction between malevolent and benevolent authority that is central to the patient's own confusion. On a
developmental level the patient is still waiting for someone
to take charge in an effective, confide~1t and protective
manner.
Dissociative amnesic episodes ",ithin the therapy session
quickJy propel the therapist into the powerful position '"
know more of you than )'ou do," and -I know more of )'Oll
than )'Oll intendcd. ~ In effect, the therapist is ~inside" the
patient, or more accurately, inside the patient.'s trance. It is
a difficult experiential learning for the therapist to grasp
how to maintain a dearl)' defined sense of self, a dear
definition ofrole, and daril:)' as towho is responsible for what
\~ithin this merger (Kohut, 1971). One resident observed "1
feel too powerful like I know too much, )'et lost at the same
time. "TIle therapist is forced to function inside in a position
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as powerful and essential as the position occupied by an
abusive caretaker on whom the ,iolated child is/was de-pendent. Within the reenactment of this subordinate status
is the reparative ",ish "if I can only find someone more
powerful than the)' who abused me then hope is found."
Within a merger transference it is very immediate that
the patient's reaming and deprivation is experienced \\ithout boundaries by the therapist as if it were the tllerapist's
responsibility to meet. In this unfamiliar relationship, the
inexperienced therapist may and commonly does becomc
cominced of the necessity of this expanded role and thus is
unable to easil)' recognize the countertransferential nature
ofwhat "ill becomc an ner enlarging confusion of role and
loss of therapeutic posture. At this point empathic immersion ends and engulfment begins.
The therapist's understanding of this inside world can
become dangerously literal, consistent \~ith the concrete
magical logic in which the patient'sdefensesare embedded.
The most common example of this concretization is the
therapist treating a MPD patient who considers each alter 10
have the social status and rights of an integrated indi,idual.
For instance, this therapist may assume a 20 year old alter
who is promiscuous has the right to pursuc her sexual desires
since she is of age, despite the destructive effects this behavior has on the patient as a whole.
What empowers the therapist \\ithin this trance world is
emphatic confidence. From this perspective hypnotic suggestion is merely emphatic confidence that is empathicalty
comprehending the patient on this developmental level of
concrete magical merger. For instance, to an abandonment
sensitiYe, terrified four year old alter it is no reassurance to
say ~I ,\ill talk with )'OU on lIIonday" but it may allay anxiety,
and without an appreciated contradiction to say ')rou can
stay right here and we'D talk when )'ou come again." The
therapeutic task is to be able to immerse oneself in this
magical logic yet maintain rational leadership. ~'Iost residents are ovcrly cautiolls when using trance--Iogic interventions until they begin to grasp the nature ofthisde\'elopmcnL:"llly based reasoning.
A request on this de-.·e1opmental 1C\'e! may not be what
on an adult level we assume it to be. An example from "1)'
own experience as a parent can illustr.1te this_ My three year
old was escalating his demands to go outside and "climb a
tree like a monkey. ~ He was not satisfied \\ith my argument
that it was 20 degrees outside and also bedtime. Just before
a power struggle escalated I asked if he knew about make
belie\'e. He listened as I described a pretend tree in the Ii\ing
room that we then played on. Winnicou (1971) rna)' ha"e
understood earlier that his request was his need for a
moment's playful absorption/connection before facing the
separation that sleep brings. Once contacted ",ithin this
trance-like playspace or transitional zone he was asleep in
five minutes.
For new therapists there is no prior template ofprofessional experience to help define the nature and boundary of
therapeutic interaction. Work ",ith patients \\ith se'-ere
identity disorders poses additional problems in this search
for therapeutic self. Ideally the knowing ofthe patient mo,·es
comfortabl)' bel.......een m·o poles, the empathicaJly immersed
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and the individuated other (Margulies, 1989). The PS}'chodynamic understanding of a dissociath'c disorder palicnl often breaks down in this polariLy, viewed form either
too far out or too far in.
An MPD patiCIll of mine that I had lrcatcd for about a
}'ear one day handed me a letter addressed to "Dr. Batson ~
in a child's handwriting, decorated with crayoned flowers.
There was a vintage three cent stamp and the return address
contained the name ofan eight year old alter and the address
ofher childhood home. She told me the followingstoryfrolll
her now adult perspective. 1'hc doorbell rang and it was the
mailman. He was smiling and he handed me this letter of
which I knew nothing. He said 'Ms. A. it is wonderful to have
someone on myroulcwith such a delightful sense of humor.
Those were the good old days when sending a letter didn't
cost a quarter! I am sorry I can't deliver it for you.''' What I
came to learn is that her proper description of her house
with separate rooms for each alter was not just an internal
representation but literally a large house in which she lived
wilh each room containing aJtcr-specific and era-specific
belongings. It was only as she approached integrdtion lhat
the host personality realized that her home literally had a
second floor which she could now "enter~ for the first time.
These are two very different ways in which the patient was
known, both true from their own obscTVational base. In
many ways lhese tv.·o \iews iIIustrdte lhe relati\~tyof observation. \Vithout careful supen~sion nO\~ce lherapists tend to
somehow lose the ability to move between ohsenmional sets.
There are those who get stuck too far in and those that stay
too far out (Kluft. 1988a, 1988b). Ironically, those lhat are
too far in often are labeled "tOO far OUL ~
A therapist too far in can tJ1en only experience problems
thewaythep;\Iientdoes. An MPD patient when asked why his
bill was not being paid, replied that an alter continued to
spend money frivolously and inappropriately, The resident
insisted to me that she could nOt hold the patient responsible since it was the alter who had spent it. It took very
careful supen'isiol1 and encouragement of her individuation before she could comc to say, "As a group you're
responsible for thc bill. I am confident this is a matter you
can resolve. When I receive your check I'll call you to set up
your next appointment." The therapy picked up two weeks
later. I ask therapists to reflect on theirimage of selfin these
situations. A metaphor I use is being bent. The task of the
therapist's individuation can tJ1en be understood in subjecti\'e tenns as "what are thc ways in which I feci constricted
with tJlis patient that I don't usually experience with other
patients." At this point the therapist can more easily understand the therapeutic process as their personal "unbending~
rather thanjust analysis of the patient, Olle resident working
with a very complicatcd and initially non-eompliant patiellt
over tJ1e course of a very productive treaOllenl understood
the process of their individuation through her image of
disentangling herself from the "barbed wirc~ in which she
initially felt wrapped.
The most common means of never entering a therdpeutic dialogue with a patient who has been hated is what I call
best describe as obsessional contempt (Kluft 1988a, I988b) .
There is a relentless attention to the details of the patient's
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psychopathology which is seen as otherwise devoid of meaning (Rieker & Carmen, 1986). Coupled \\~th tJ1is is a profound conceptual simplification (the intellectual equivalent
of cOlltempt) of the therapeutic interaction with no appreciation of the complex circularity of human relationship.
Obviously, patients with se\'ere identity disLUrbance are
extreme Iy obsen'er~ependen t. quite semi tive [0 an d shaped
by lhc attitudes of tllOse in positions of dominance. In the
extremc, this therapist is absolutcly certain of what is real
and cannot entertain alternatively defined realities (Margulies, 1989).
The SUPCf\~sorytask is very different when working \\~th
either an avoidant or engulfed therapist. The:lvoidantortoo
far out ther'apist often shows a very hesitant entry into the
dissociative disorder patient's unsafe world. With every
empathic connection there isa retreat. Patients tend to react
with heightened feelings of abandonment and complaints
of not being underslOod. Engulfed therapists often show a
secondary post traumatic stress syndrome as they over-identify with the patient's horror. It is hard for either therapist or
patient to find closure between sessions. The patient feels
understood and is often cOJl\~nced tl1at the therdpist is
irreplaceable (Klu£! 1988a, 1988b). The intensityoflhework
is parlicularly difficult [01' the patient to contain without
access to a reasonably calm and confident therapist. In this
regard Kohut (1971) described fragmentation as occurring
when lhe intensity of one's affects escalate beyond the seWs
capacity for self-so01hing and when merger with a secure
self-object is precluded.
Group supervision is a \'ery helpful adjunct, The discovery of countertransferentiai attitudes that are held in common with their peers help normalize the complex personal
affectual expericnce of the new thcrapists. As one residcnt
told me, ~countertransfcrenceused to bt: a concept, now it
is a struggle that is lhree dimensional. ~There orten are some
differences along gender lines. Male residents are often
frightened into passh~ty by tl1eir equating lherapeUlic assertivenesswith a background COlllltertransferential imagcryof
feeling like a rapist or dictator. This often leads to a nondirective dLstant posture where the male tl1crapist is afraid to
ask questions about anything painful, and showing any
empath}' or warmtJl feels like a seduction of the patient.
Women residents more often complain ofa sense of shared
pain and then depiction reflective of the female tJlerapist's
initial ease ofidentiJkation with the patient's experience of
subordination followed by the patient's e\'erescalating craving for empathic connection (Miller, 1976), Obviously, the
above are gcneralizations that renect issues relevant to lesser
or greater degree in all clinicians. The group can also help
a resident identifY his/her own idiosyncratic reactions.
Despite these impormnt attributes, at the resident's level of
trdining group supen~sion cannot offer the detailed attention thal individual supervision prO\~des and should not be
a replacement for it.
DISCUSSION
Residents who have had reasonably productive therapeutic experiences all tend to cite three major areas of

leaming and inOuence. First they develop an indelible
understanding oflhe link between child abuse and psychopathology.A deepened respect for human ingenuity and the
capacity to survi\'e ad\'crsit}' is a treasured acquisition. In a
general sense, these residents describe a new empatllic
capacity of searching for. finding, and comprehending the
person behind the noise of the psychopathology. Difficult
patients are less Iikel)' met with avoidance or contempt.
Secondly, these residents often contend that their comprehension of the psychotherapeutic process comes to possess
a new coherence that extrapolates to their work with all
patients. Thirdly. there is an inv"J.1uable finding oftherapcutic self. Mlunderstand now what my role is, what is my domain
and what is the patient's responsibility. To move from utter
confusion to clearly knowing is what my patient and I both
accomplished. Il cannot be forgouen."
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